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OBJETIVO DE LA CLASE: To use either or neither and to develop the exercises showing your knowledge. 
 
 

Both...and, either...or, neither...nor 
 

We use both…and – together to 

emphasize two people or things 

We use either…or together to 

emphasize that there is an 

alternative 

We use neither…nor together to 

emphasize that two alternatives are not 

possible, likely or true 

Both Ann and Jane like Maths. You can have either a dog or a 

cat for your birthday. 

Neither Ted nor Mark likes snakes. 

Neither Ted nor his friends like snakes. 

 

 

                                                                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 I   Underline the correct word. 

1 Neither / Either Sarah nor her sisters are very tall. 

2 I don’t like either / neither football or rugby very 

much. 

3 John Brick is both / either thoughtful and 

generous. 

4 The shop assistant in the shop persuaded me to buy 

    either/both the skirt and the jacket. 

5 Neither / Either Bob nor Sam went to university. 

6 Adult crocodiles are either / both strong and lively. 

7You can have neither / either a cake or a doughnut, 

but not both! 

II Rewrite the incorrect sentences. 

1 We can either stay in nor go out. 

__________________________________ 

2 I spoke to both Ann or Sally. 

__________________________________ 

3 She neither apologized nor explained. 

__________________________________ 

4 Neither Joe or Tom came to the party. 

__________________________________ 

5 Nick was both tired and hungry when 

he arrived home. 

__________________________________  

III Make up sentences, linking these ideas.  Use both…and, either…or, neither…nor.  Example: 

Kate plays the violin. And she sings. Kate both plays the violin and sings. 

1 We can watch TV or we can play computer games now. 

   We can either_______________________________________________________________________ 

2 Alan couldn’t read Chinese. And he couldn’t write it. 

   Alan could neither___________________________________________________________________  

3 I didn’t know Sam’s address. My sister didn’t know his address.  

   Neither I ___________________________________________________________________________ 

 4 My new flat is larger than my old flat. And it is closer to my office. 

    My new flat is both __________________________________________________________________ 

5 Dan didn’t meet Tom’s sister. And he didn’t meet Tom’s brother. 

    He didn’t meet either ________________________________________________________________ 

6 It was a very boring lecture. It was very long too. The lecture _______________________________ 

7 Jill is on holiday and so is her sister. Both 

________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Q U A N T I T Y 

  
 1.- There are ............................ schools in big  cities, but there are very .......................... 

      in small towns. 

 

 2.- This beach used to have very ....................................... sand, but they brought sand on  

      and now there is ..............................  

 

 3.- How .................................. time do you spend doing your exercises? 

      I don’t spend ............................... time. I’m a bit lazy. 

 

 4.- This library is not very important. There aren’t .................................... books, but at my  

       university library there are ............................ 

      

 5.- There’s ............................. wine in the green bottle. In the brown bottle there is very 

      ............................................. 

 

 6.- How ...................................... rings does she wear?  

      She’s got .................................. rings. Today she is wearing very ...............................      

 

 7.- I’ve got ....................................... free time because I am  on holiday but I usually have  

      ............................ when I have to work. 

        

 8.- How ...................................... food is there in the fridge?  

      There’s ......................................... in the fridge. I did the shopping yesterday. 

 

 8.- How .................................... stops are there between these two stations? 

      There aren’t  .............................. stops between these stations but there ………………………. 

      after the second station. 

 

 9.- I haven’t got ....................... money. I have spent .................................. this weekend.  

       

 

10.- The AVE train has got .......................................  carriages. Old trains used to have 

       very ....................... 

 

                             IV Complete the text. Use both…and, either…or, neither…nor. 

Dangerous pets. 

    Sometimes people keep crocodiles as their pets.  They are 1________easy 2_____ cheap to look 

after.     These reptiles look 3_______ cute4______ harmless as babies. But that won’t last long. 

Crocodiles can reach over 14 feet in length. As a result the adults can be 5______ very strong 6_____ 

very dangerous.    Crocodiles aren’t vegetarian. They eat 7______ fish 8_____ meat. They need 

9_______ space 10____ expensive equipment.  

     Crocodiles are 11__________ tolerant 12______ tame, they can’t be 13__________ friendly 

14______ loving. 

    Think twice before you decide to have such an exotic but dangerous pet. 

Singular - a lot (of) (+) much (- ?)   little 
 

Plural   - a lot (of) (+) many (- ?)   few 



11.- There’re ...........................  photos in the album. In my wallet I carry very ............... 

 

12.- How ................................ sugar have you put in my coffee? 

       You like sweet things, so I have put .................................. sugar. 

 

  

1.- This restaurant serves ...................... different kinds of pizza. This makes it  

       really hard to choose. 

 

 2.- There are ..................... restaurants in this part of town; only two or three. 

 

 3.- Add .......................... ginger to the melon. It really improves the flavour. 

 

 4.- There are ........................ excellent dishes in this restaurant, for instance, the 

      lasagne and the cannelloni. 

 

 5.- You look hungry. Do you want ....................... more meat? 

 

 6.- I don’t have ....................... ice-cream. We almost finished it all last night. 

 

 7.- Just buy ..................... apples and bananas, enough for a small fruit salad. 

 

 8.- We have very ............................ time. The bus leaves in ten minutes. 

 

 9.- ............................ people visit this part of Spain because it is so isolated. 

 

10.- I’m not planning to take ............................ money on this trip. 

 

11.- Shelley didn’t like the rice so she ate very ................................. 

 

12.- There is .................................. bread in the cupboard in the kitchen. 

 

13.- There are ............................  job offers in the newspaper. I’m sure you can find 

       one you like. 

 

14.- I’m afraid the house hasn’t got .............................. furniture. We can’t afford it. 

 

15.- Would you like ................................. coffee? 

 

16.- Since last year, the cost of living has risen .................................. 

 

PLURAL COUNT 

NOUNS 

 

 

 

many 

a lot of / lots of 

plenty of 

 

 

a few (+) 

few (-) 

several 

some 

 

 

She has a few good friends. 

(positive) 

He reads few books. (negative) 

There are several children outside. 

 

NON-COUNT 

NOUNS 

 

 

 

 

 

much 

a lot of / lots of 

plenty of 

 

a little (+) 

little (-) 

some 

 

There’s a little milk left. 

(positive; we don’t need more) 

We had little money to spend. 

(negative; not enough) 

 


